
Modul Description 
 

Module name Course Module 

Module level, if 

applicable 

Bachelor of Electrical Engineering 

 

Code, if applicable 0005-126-2 

Subtitle, if 

applicable 

- 

Course, if 

applicable 

Basic Socio-Cultural Sciences (Ilmu Sosial dan Budaya Dassar) 

Semester(s) in 

which the module is 

taught 

3rd semester (odd semester) 

Person responsible 

for the module 

MKU lecturer team 

Lecturer MKU lecturer team 

Language Indonesia 

Relation to 

Curriculum 

This course is one of general courses which is given in 3rd semester 

(odd semester) 

 

Type of teaching, 

contact hours 

Teaching methods used in this course are: 

- Lecture (i.e., ceramah, tanya jawab, discussion, cased method, 

project based learning).  

- Structured assignments (i.e., essays, case study) 

- Practice (i.e., case study regarding Changes in Community 

Interaction during the Covid-19 Pandemic, Diversity Problems in 

Indonesia) 
 

 The class size for lecture is 30 students. 
Contact hours for lecture is 27 hours, assignments (structured tasks) 
is 32 hours and learn individually 32 hours 

Workload For this course, students are  required to meet a  minimum of 

87 hours in one semester, which consist of: 

- 23 hours for lecture 

- 32 hours for structured assignments 

- 32 hours for learn individually 

Credit points 2 credit points (equivalent with 3 ECTS) 

Requirements 

according to the 

examination 
regulations 

Students must have attended all classes and submitted all class

assignments that are scheduled before the final tests. 

Recommended 

prerequisites 

- 



Module 

objectives/intended 

learning outcomes 

After completing the course and given with this case: 

Course Learning Outcomes : 

1. Understanding the broad foundation and insight so that a 

critical, sensitive, and wise attitude grows in understanding 

various social and cultural environmental phenomena (25) 

2. Understanding the equality of human degrees in social life as 

civilized individual and social beings (25) 

3. Describes human responsibilities in managing human 

resources and natural resources in their environment (25) 

4. Implement an attitude of respect and respect for plurality (25)

Content Provide a broad foundation and insight, cultivate a critical, sensitive, 

and wise attitude in understanding various social and cultural 

environmental phenomena, respecting and appreciating the plurality 

and equality of human degrees in social life as civilized, sensitive 

and responsible individual and social beings. management of human 

resources and the natural environment 

Forms of 

Assessment 

Assessment is carried out based on written examinations,

assessment/evaluation of the learning process and performance with 

the following components: Case Based: 30% Project Base 20% Mid

Test: 20% Final Test: 30% 

Study and 

examination 

requirements and 

forms of 

examination 

Study and examination requirements: 

- make case-based group papers that are up to date, the themes 

raised are related to environmental issues (environment and 

humans as social beings, environmental and cultural problems, 

environmental and legal problems, environmental problems and 

scientific developments, and environmental problems and 

technological developments) then analyzed using the approach 

used in ISBD learning (one can be selected). 

- Papers that have been made are then presented by each group, at 

the 9th meeting to the 15th meeting. The file is saved on google 

drive, and sent to the lecturer. 

Form of examination: 

Written exam: Essay  

Media employed Books, Power Point Presentation, Video 
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